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LL.B. (Degree) (Semester - l) Examination, April 2014
LAW OF CRIMES

Duration: 3 Hours Total Marks : .100

lnstrudion : Answer any ten questions. (1 Oxl 0=1 00)

1. Distinguish between 'Mistake of Fact' and 'Mistake of Law' as a defense to a

charge of committing a crime.

2. Explain the nature, scope and extent of the right ol private defense ol body.

3. Define and explain the oflence of criminal breach of lrust.

4. Deline'Unlawful Assembly' and explainits ingredients.

5. Explain the circumstiances under which 'Culpable Homicide'amounts to murder.

6. Answerthe following :

a) Abettor

b) Giving lalse evidence.

7. Comment on whether death sentence should be abolished in lndia.

8. Answerthe following :

a) Adultery

b) Public Servant.

9. Explain the ingredients of otfence ol cheating with illustrations.

10. What is delamalion ? When can truth be set up as a defence in this ottence ?

11. 'Wrongful conlinement is a lorm of wronglul restraint'. Discuss pointing out the

distinction between wrongfu I restraint and wron$ul confinement.

12. "lnall robberythereiseithertheftorextortion"-Explain. p.r.o.
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13. Answerthefollowing :

a) Public Nuisance

b) Attempt to commit Suicide.

14. Discuss with reasons the offence, if any, committed in any two of the following :

a) 'A', a woodcutter is at work with an axe, the melallic head of which flies otf
and kills a bystander. lt is seen that there is no want of proper caution oh
'A's part. Discuss the criminal liability of 'A'.

b) 'A' a surgeon knowing that a particular operation is likely to cause the death
ol'Z'who suffers under a painlul complaint performs the operation without
'Z's consent and'Z'dies. What is'A's liability

c) 'A' and 'B' conspires to poison 'Z'. 'A' in pursuance of the conspiracy, procures
the poison and delivers it to 'B' in order that he may administer it to 'Z'. 'B' in
pursuance of the conspiracy, administers the poison to'Z' in 'A's absence
and thereby causes 'A's death.


